Selling “Angiamo”
2003 42m Feadship

America’s #1 Boutique Yacht Brokerage Firm

What We Know to be True
Selling a Yacht Takes Time
But Less Time With Us

A Yacht Depreciates Rapidly – Approximately 8% per Year.
$6 Million
$6,000,000

287 Days

374 Days

26 North Yachts

Yacht Value vs. Age of Yacht

$5 Million
$5,000,000

Depreciation +10% Carrying Costs
Means that the True “Cost” of a Yacht
can Easily Approach 20% per Year.

Industry Average
Yacht Value

$4 Million
$4,000,000

Days on Market

The Purchase Price Will Be Less Than the Asking Price
Our Listed Yachts are Discounted Less

A Quicker Sale = Money Saved
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Industry Average

Fort Lauderdale is the place to be for a yacht on the market

Yacht brokers tend to live & work in the Fort Lauderdale area - when they schedule viewings for
clients, they are FAR more likely to include a vessel in the most convenient location.
Discount to Asking Price

Source: Yachtcloser and Boatwizard
Source: Soldboats.com
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If Angiamo Doesn’t look Incredible Online, the Rest Doesn’t Matter

Ensuring Angiamo stands out from the crowd is our
highest priority
Our photography, HD video, drone imagery, and copy is the
best-in-the-business - we will feature Angiamo in the most
flattering possible light.

Leveraging this high-end marketing material is our
primary goal
It will be featured prominently on Angiamo’s listings, as well
as our social media pages, website, digital advertising
campaigns, email blasts, and PR campaigns.

Complementing our ultra high-end imagery is professionallywritten custom copy designed around your vessel.
Our in-house writer will produce articles highlighting interesting points about her – further
differentiating the yacht in the marketplace and providing valuable SEO content as well.
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An Effective Yacht Listing is Absolutely Critical
We will create a high-impact,
engaging listing for your
Feadship.
Her listing will receive
thousands of views on
both Yatco & Yachtworld –
converting these views into
leads is accomplished with
a compelling listing.

ConversionRate
Rate
Conversion
Listing
Views→→
Leads
Listing Views
Leads

1.3%

0.5%
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Industry Average

We’re Better at Turning Browsers into Buyers
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26NorthYachts.com - A “Go To” Site for Qualified Buyers
It’s no surprise that our website is
popular with buyers because it features:
The largest selection of motor yacht
videos in the world
In-depth profiles of over one hundred
yacht builders
A closely-followed, annual Top 10 list
of builders

Driving buy traffic directly to Angiamo’s
landing page

Leads are important
but it’s what you do with them that counts!
According to a recent MIT study, the odds of qualifying a lead start dropping
dramatically 15 minutes after initial contact – needless to say, our brokers
have a maximum of 15 minutes to respond to each & every lead!
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We are a Boutique Yacht Brokerage Firm with Heavyweight Exposure
Our Aim will be to Maximize Media
Attention on Angiamo

26 North Yachts’ in-house PR team is highly
effective at placing our clients’ yachts in
both industry & general interest
publications - all in an effort to reach
qualified buyers as well as their brokers.

Angiamo will Appear on “Selling Yachts”
If You are Interested

We are the featured brokerage firm on the
hit TV Show “Selling Yachts” on the AWE
Network, which has one of the wealthiest
audiences in the United States.
An extraordinary way to showcase your yacht
to thousands of highly-qualified buyers.

As Seen In
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Nobody Does a Boat Show or Special Event like 26 North Yachts

Our Entire Team will Represent
Angiamo with Skill and Energy

We Want to be at Any Event
with Qualified Buyers

A boat show is a golden opportunity to
generate buyer interest – and we take
full advantage of every moment.
Having a robust, high-impact presence
at boat shows is just what we do.

Palm Beach Boat Show

We seek out opportunities to feature
our clients’ yachts – if we have a
chance to get Angiamo in front of
qualified buyers, we will take it!

Miami Flotilla

Yacht Hop
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Marina Bay: A World-Class Location for Listed Yacht
Keeping Your Yacht at Marina Bay Provides
a Major Selling Advantage
Fort Lauderdale

It’s the center of the yachting universe
Dozens of yacht brokers are here every day, guaranteeing
greater exposure than most other locations

Sales Aside

Marina Bay is a Terrific Place to Keep a Yacht
Hurricane Hole Status
Which May Reduce Your
Insurance Costs

Resort-Style Amenities
Pool, Gym, Movie Theater,
Squash Court, and Lounge

Top-Notch Safety &
Security for Your Vessel
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Reduce Your Expenses in Our Charter & Management Fleets

Joining Our Charter Fleet Offers a Range of Benefits

Generates Income
while Yacht is for Sale

Increases Visibility
in the Marketplace

Creates an Additional
Selling Point for
Prospective Buyers

Enrolling in Florida Yacht Management’s
Program has Advantages Too

Potential to Dramatically
Reduce Costs

Ensure Your Vessel Looks
Terrific for Viewings

Provides Convenience
and Peace of Mind
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Nicholas Scherb

Co-Founder, 26 North Yachts
After graduating from Indiana University, with a degree in finance, he pursued a career as a yacht
captain obtaining a USCG 500 ton master oceans license. Nicholas’s worldwide travels and years onboard has given him a vast understanding of the world’s different shipyards, yacht systems, the
interworking of shipyards, managing sub-contractors and crew.
In addition to his yachting experience, his finance and business background allows him to have a
leading role in 26 North Yacht’s marketing campaigns using the latest in web technology, social media
and digital videos.
“My experience aboard allows me the opportunity to see yachts from a more intimate perspective,”
said Nicholas. “ I am thrilled to utilize that knowledge to help my customers find the proper yacht for
their needs and to quickly sell it when they are ready to move on.”
His persistence in fitting customers with the right vessel gives them the freedom to focus on their
passion for yachting.
Nicholas resides in Delray Beach, FL, spending most of his free time on the water. His cruising
experience includes: The Caribbean, Canada, North East, Bahamas, Florida, and the Great Lakes.
561.568.2600 | nicholas@26northyacts.com
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